Nonadditive effects of double mutations at the flexible loops, glycine-67 and glycine-121, of Escherichia coli dihydrofolate reductase on its stability and function.
The structure, stability, and enzymatic function of dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) from Escherichia coli are influenced by point mutations at sites 67 and 121 in two flexible loops [Gekko et al. (1994) J. Biochem. 116, 34-41; Ohmae et al. (1996) J. Biochem. 119, 703-710]. In the present study, eight double mutants at sites 67 and 121 (G67V/G121S, G67V/G121A, G67V/G121C, G67V/G121D, G67V/G121V, G67V/G121H, G67V/G121L, and G67V/G121Y) were constructed in order to identify interactions between the two sites of DHFR. The far-ultraviolet circular dichroism spectra of double mutants were clearly different from those of the respective single mutants, with significant changes being observed for three mutants, G67V/G121A, G67V/G121L, and G67V/G121S. The Gibbs free energy change of urea unfolding of double mutants could not be expressed by the sum of those of the respective single mutants except for G67V/G121H. The steady-state kinetic experiments showed that the effect of double mutations manifests itself not in Km but in k(cat), and the transition-state stabilization energy for G67V/G121A, G67V/G121C, and G67V/G121L is not equal to the sum of those for the single mutants. These results indicate that the additivity rule essentially does not hold for these double mutants, and that long-range interactions occur between sites 67 and 121, even though they are separated by 27.7 A. This is evidence that the flexible loops play important roles in the stability and function of this enzyme through structural perturbations, in which a small alteration in local atomic packing due to amino acid substitution is cooperatively magnified over almost the whole molecule.